INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Industrial electrical installation, repair,
and maintenance from the most reliable
and time conscious electrical service
provider in the Midwest.
MSC Electrical crews are made up of the industry’s
best electricians. We follow a strict safety protocol
ensuring that the job will be done correctly and safely.
Our certified master electricians are experienced in
business relocations, new construction, generator
installation, network and phone cables, machinery
connect and disconnect, and energy efficient interior/
exterior lighting. Our team will work with you and your
utility provider to see if you qualify for energy savings
rebates. We accomplish this while still providing
competitive rates and top-quality workmanship.

Call us for a FREE QUOTE and
don’t forget to ask about our
24/7 EMERGENCY REPAIR SERVICE.

ELECTRICAL

CLIENT BASED SOLUTIONS
Relocation planning and installation
Data cabling (Cat.5e, Cat. 6, and phone)
Bus duct installation
Pole light service and installation
Preventative maintenance
UPS systems
Generator installation
Energy efficient lighting upgrades
Turnkey service upgrades
Motors and controls troubleshooting
Horizontal boring for electrical applications
Transformer installation
Primary services
IT room solutions cooling, UPS, dedicated circuits
Specializing in large machine power installation
> Injection molding processes
> Metal stamping
> Forging lines
> Material conveyance systems
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Your

Partner in Industrial Electrical Services

NETWORK CABLING INSTALLATION AND REPAIR

The installation of communication cabling 		
throughout your facility is a large part of any
industrial electrical system.
More and more industrial facilities are relying on integrated
networking. From the offices to the factory floor, the need to
connect your machinery to external control systems is mandatory.
MSC Electrical professionals can install network wiring, including
phone lines, throughout your entire facility. This gives you options
when it comes to Internet connectivity. We also handle network
wiring repair that is included in our 24/7 emergency repair service.
This service focuses on keeping your network and electrical
repairs completed and your business up and running.

INDUSTRIAL GENERATOR INSTALLATION
Loss or lapses in power can cost your business
thousands of dollars, especially if the power isn’t
restored within a reasonable time.
Ice, snow, and wind are all common in Michigan and can knock
out power - bringing production to a halt. Having an industrial
generator on-site can assist with power outages caused by any
severe weather that comes your way.
MSC Electrical has a team of experts qualified in the installation
of these technologically complex pieces of machinery. Our
highly trained and licensed crews have hands-on experience
with industrial generators, either installing them into an existing
electrical system or integrating it within a new construction.

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR LIGHTING
Whether your current lighting is simply inadequate or
is strapping you with high energy costs, MSC Electrical
can help.
Lighting is a crucial aspect of any industrial facility. Low lighting
can impact the appearance of your business and the productivity
and efficiency of your employees. Old lighting may be costing you
a lot of time and money. These are both good reasons to upgrade
your current lighting. A good lighting system pays for itself.
MSC Electrical offers a nearly maintenance free, energy efficient
product line of interior and exterior lighting. Our team will work
with you and your utility provider to see if you qualify for energy
savings rebates.
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